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(Future) demands on
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What do you like about public spaces /
mobility in Zurich?
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What do you dislike about public spaces /
mobility in Zurich?
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What do you wish to change about public spaces /
mobility in Zurich until 2050?
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What do you think is most important for the
development of public spaces and mobility in Zurich?
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Public spaces and mobility
today and tomorrow
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Two perspectives
Neighborhood square and mobility node
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Breakout Room 1

advertising /
public space
compromised in
its publicity /
fullness of things
one doesnt need

online @ Zoom

neighborhood square
challange with
design of public
spaces that might
be
"discriminating"
to some groups

Sponge cities measurements to
deal with
rainwater in the
city needed
(reducing runoﬀ)

spaces for
encounters

why grayed out buildings? public spaces is
threedimensional, there
should be more care put
into exteriors / frames and
how these inﬂuence the
public space

gardening
incentive to
meet other ppl
and bring life
to the space

cafes

inclusive /
supportive
spaces /
SHELTERS

public
space need
a purpose
to be in

Co-creative process in
decision making how to
transform / use the spaces
This help to create
ownership and resilience
of proposed ideas

cocreation additional asset to
have edible walls /
plants. Potential
to produce food

trees need space for
the roots, in the
winter produce 30%
of shade (might be
to much for the
winter)

nutrition:
important
aspect

using
diﬀerent
spaces (walls,
facades)

EDIBLE
CITY

potential to
have more
food diversity
and nutritional
qualities

culture
change

meditranean
plants for
chaning
temperatures

using also
diﬀerent
plants (eg
hobs) for
better results

shading

Stadt
Zürich
plants
Tiefbauamt

green,
nice
friendly,

outdoor
ﬁtness
facilites

Public
pickup
stations for
own block

mobile
infrastructure, eg.
mobile kitchens,
give variation to
the space

COMMUNITY
BUILDING

common
garden

reconnecting the
neighbourhood with
nature / food
--> design for beauty
+ use (eating)
--> more respect
and cohesion

smaller and
eﬃcient public
transport (on
demand)

Ppl leaving in
outskirts need
car because
public transport
not accessble

cars produce
emissions,
decreases quality
of recreational
spaces

'Apartheid' culture
dangerouse, gradient
way of having fast and
safe designated lanes,
awareness / tolerance
of other ppl

more green,
accessible
public spaces in
neighbourhoods

Which uses play a vital role and which will
no longer be needed?

QUALITITES

building
upon existing
instead of
erasing it

transformation of
things that are no
longer needed (eg
old telephone
booths into small
libraries)

Mitwirkung Mobilität und Stadträume 2050

keep cars
outside of
the city

CARS and
PUBLIC
SPACE

some people needs
cars becuase of
speciﬁc activities,
sharing could be a
good option instead
of owning

cars are
getting bigger,
car footprint is
steadily
increasing

space occupied by
cars standing
somewhere,
whether ecar or
not is needed in a
growing city.

managing and
using space in
a democratic
way

thinking
of big
topics

not be
stuck in the
daily stuﬀ

degrowth

localisation

10 kmh
appropriate for
neighbourhoods

Considering People
using cars: E-cars
might be important
in the future,
charging stations
will be needed

also
including
Ebikes

deliveries of
online goods concepts coping
with last mile
are needed

include footprint
in the restriction:
incentive for
smaller cars (less
footprint per
person)

keep uses (areas)
separeted /
organisation and
structure
important

culture of
acceptance
of ﬂexibility
needed

50 kmh
is not ok,
30 max

good
options to
move in the
city

spaces for
doing
things
together

spaces for
diﬀerent
weather

diverse shaping of
places, the
appearence
should appeal to
the target group

Which kinds of mobility will be most important in 2050?

big horizon,
be
imaginary

What is needed to make mobility
more climate-friendly?

How might we increase the quality of public space?

mixing
carefully
needs of
diﬀerent ages

some things can
be done quickly,
temporary
interventions
for short term

PUBLIC
TRANSPORTATION

Kühlschränke
für Foodsharing

REASONS
TO BE
THERE

smaller
transportation
units can be
easily mnged by
digitalisation

need of
transportation
depends on what
you can / can't in
your area

street clubs / Lichtensteig

Why
2050?

drawing on
experiences
from other
countries /
cities

peace of mind in
public space / get
rid of ads and
focus on the most
imporant

design of roads
can inﬂuence
the behaviour of
ppl in public
spaces

focus on
walking
and biking

more room
for public
transport

network of
fast biking
lanes
mobility in 205
rather bike and
public transport
oriented: safe and
covered biking
facilities needed

mobility node
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Breakout Room 2

more
covered
spaces

offline @ Photobastei

benches are
usually located
randomly and
not to hangout
in group

neighborhood square

safer
spaces for
women and
kids

many people don't have
enough private outdoor
areas and therefore public
space for common use is
important and needs to be
attractive

common
gardens

space for
coproduction

damages need to
be foreseen
and/or accepted
in this ﬁrst phases
of project
implementation

COMMON
AREAS

challenge: new
shared spaces
need to be
"authorised" by
the
neighbourhood

shared areas for
common uses
(gardening, long
outside staying
places, public areas
to hangout with
friends, etc)

it is important
to start from
small and not
permanent
solutions

pavillion as
a public
shared
spaces

public spaces and
pedestrians zones
are not yet
inviting spaces for
people to use
them

SPATIAL
CONFIGURATION

more
shaded
spaces

radical
solutions

covered spaces
are important
specially when
facing climate
changes in the
future

the city space needs
to be a more carfree space in order
to make biking a
possible and safer
option to explore
the city in 2050

one question to be
answered: what will
make people choose
public
transportation or ecars/bikes instead of
private cars?

how to make
bike a priority
option in
relation to
private cars?

more esolutions

built up
safer
spaces for
cyclists

less private
cars and
more shared
solutions

BIKE AND PUBLIC
TRANSPORTATION
MODALS AS A
SOLUTION

money but also
parking facilities are
maybe the two
drivers for people to
use more cars than
other transport
options

understand the
existing
infrastructure and
how to make it
more integrated
and aﬀordable

public
transport is a
more
democratic
option

A POLITICAL AND
SOCIOECONOMIC
MATTER

public
transportation
should be a
priority since
more people
could use them

MACRO
SCALE

commuting zones
/ parking lots
between
suburban areas
and the city
center (?)

coordinate the
existing cars
ﬂow to and
from Zurich

how to
integrate
outskirts
areas?

Which kinds of mobility will be most important in 2050?
Parisian
solutions as a
reference for
urban mobility

What is needed to make mobility
more climate-friendly?

more space
for
appropriation

we need
more
ﬂexible
solutions

extended areas
from restaurants
(restaurants
furniture) could be
thought to be used
during the time they
are closed

public transport
needs to be an
available and
integrated
option

we need to
understand the
transport options
regarding time
and distance

FLEXIBILITY
+
TEMPORALITY

more ﬂexible
furnitures/spaces so
people can
rearrange them to
use them
individually or in
group

people
change!
Spaces also
need to allow
changes!

we need to think mobility
bearing in mind
neighbourhood/district
scales -- > this will implicate
into the distance one
would need to drive/walk
to go to work or do
groceries, for instance

you should be able
to reach out every
part of the city in 15
min and count with
diﬀerent ways to do
that

REACHABILITY

understand the
integration
between Zurich
and other
peripheral areas
(Pendlersaldo)

How might we increase the quality of public space?
public space
are more
about people
creating their
own spaces

Stadt Zürich
Tiefbauamt

more space for
education so people
can understand the
value of the project
and then get
involved in the
project

how 2 make
people
understand
the value of
the project?

PARTICIPATORY
PROCESS

how to get people from the
neighbourhood engaged in
the project process in order
to really make it as a
participatory process and
more bottom-up guided

Which uses play a vital role and which will
no longer be needed?

How the project can
actually be built in a
participatory way.
How to engage
people and make
sure they will indeed
participate

mobility node
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